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ABSTRACT
The sensitivity of farm inventory investmentto movements in cash flow is tested. Inven-
tories should be sensitive to shifts in cash tlow because inventory investmentis readily
reversible and inventories are a significantportion of assets.Investmentmodels estimated
with Kansas farm panel data indicate that: (a) farms absorb internal finance shocks by
adjusting inventories, (b) the inventory investment of livestock and high-debt farms are
more sensitiveto movements in cash flow thancrop and low-debt farms, and(c) inventory
investment is more sensitive to cash flow during the 1981–86 bust and the 198’7-92 re-
covery thanduring the 1975–80 boom.
Key Words: cash flow, credit constraints,farm cycles, farm inventories, investment, in-
vestmentmodels.
An important role of U.S. farms is the holding
of storable crop and feeder livestock invento-
ries. Farm producers store crops in order to
take advantage of seasonal price increases and
to meet on-farm feed needs. Feeder livestock
inventories are held to attain physical maturity
prior to slaughter and to take advantage of
short-term price increases. Farm inventory
levels play an important role in the determi-
nation of spot and futures prices, and thus in
production decisions. In recognition of the im-
portant role played by farm inventories in the
agricultural and food economy, an extensive
farm inventory literature has developed (see,
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e.g., Gardner; Brennan; He] mberger and
Weaver; Rucker, Burt, and LalFrance; Work-
ing; Wright and Williams).
In spite of the usefulness of previous farm
inventory studies in explaining inventory de-
cision making, several stylized facts have been
ignored concerning production agriculture and
inventories. First, inventories bear a dispro-
portionately large share of internal financial
fluctuations due to low transaction and adjust-
ment costs. Second, farms are thought to be
prime credit constraint candidates. Third, a fi-
nancial accelerator effect serves to accentuate
farm cycles by increasing credit availability
during boom periods and decreasing credit
availability during bust periods.
The purpose of this study is to link these
three stylized facts by examining whether in-
ternal funds, as measured by cash flow, are an
important driver of farm inventcmy investment.
The study is based on the premise that when
firms are credit constrained, their investment364 Journal of Agricultural and Applied Economics, December 1998
levels are sensitive to changes in cash flow.
The presence of credit constraints is attributed
to asymmetry of information between borrow-
ers and lenders, and financial hierarchies in
which internal funds have a cost advantage
over debt or equity financing. In response to
a sharp reduction in cash flow, financially con-
strained firms will reduce their accumulation
of all assets, with the effect on each asset de-
termined by transaction and adjustment costs.
Since inventories have low transaction and ad-
justment costs, their decline as a result of a
decrease in cash flow should be disproportion-
ately large.
Typically, the credit constraint literature as-
sumes that credit rationing is externally im-
posed by lenders and that management is risk
neutral. Here, we recognize that because farm-
ers hold a large equity stake in the operation,
internal credit rationing may be present; i.e,
farmers may not choose to borrow, even
though external funds are available, due to risk
aversion. However, lenders and borrowers are
likely to use similar factors in determining
credit rationing, so that external and internal
credit rationing would be expected to be pos-
itively correlated.
The present study tests for linkages be-
tween farm inventories and cash flow by es-
timating inventory investment models aug-
mented with a cash flow variable. The use of
a rich farm-level panel data set allows for the
comparison of cash flow effects across farms
with heterogeneous financial characteristics
and across the recent boom-bust farm cycle.
This approach offers more compelling evi-
dence of the inventory-cash flow relation than
those based on macro-level time-series data,
and also overcomes the problem that cash flow
may be proxying for expectations about future
investment opportunities.
Relevant Literature and Credit
Constraint Issues
Previous research has focused on the sensitiv-
ity of capital investment to fluctuations in cash
flow (see, e.g., Fazzari, Hubbard, and Peter-
sen; Hoshi, Kashyap, and Scharfstein; Gil-
christ and Himmelberg). With the use of cash
flow augmented Q-theory investment models,
these studies have shown that the investment
of firms which are thought to be a priori credit
constrained is more sensitive to fluctuations in
cash flow than the investment of firms which
are thought to be a priori noncredit con-
strained, and that investment is more sensitive
to movements in cash flow in business down-
turns than upswings.
A recent segment of this literature has ex-
tended the internal finance literature to inven-
tory investment. Carpenter, Fazzari, and Pe-
tersen observed that: (a) manufacturers’
inventory disinvestment has accounted for
more than half of the shortfall in output in
postwar recessions, (b) financing constraints
are important for a large portion of the econ-
omy, (c) cash flow is procyclical and tends to
lead the cycle, and (d) inventories bear a dis-
proportionate share of cash flow fluctuations
due to low adjustment costs. With the aid of
a cash flow augmented inventory investment
model, they found that industrial firms absorb
cash flow shocks through changes in inventory
investment and that this effect is more impor-
tant for small firms than for large firms. They
further reported that cash flow’s effect on in-
ventory investment is not uniform across busi-
ness cycles (from peak to peak).
Following a similar approach, Kashyap,
Lament, and Stein found that the inventory
investment of firms without access to public
bond markets is sensitive to fluctuations in in-
ternal funds during recessions which are
caused in part by tight monetary policies. 1
However, the relation between internal funds
and inventory investment is shown to weaken
during periods of loose monetary policy.
Small, closely held firms with poor access
to public debt and equity markets should be
among the most credit constrained, yet few
good data sets are available to test the inven-
tory-internal funds relation for this class of
firms. This study extends the inventory-inter-
1Unlike most studiesin the literature,Kashyap,
Lament,andSteindo not measureinternalfundswith
cash flow. Instead,they use a liquid assetmeasure
which is the sumof cashon handandmarketablese-
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nal funds literature to examine the inventory
investment of U.S. farms which are thought to
be highly credit constrained. Farms are ex-
tremely capital intensive relative to their levels
of sales and cash flow. Farm assets are undi-
versified and inflexible-being held almost
exclusively in farm-specific capital, of which
land is usually the major component. Typical-
ly, there is a substantial lag between the pur-
chase of inputs and the sale of outputs. In spite
of their large capital needs, sources of farm
investment funds are limited to internal funds
and external credit. Outside equity is typically
not an option.
The U.S. farm economy is also susceptible
to periodic and prolonged booms and busts.
Earlier in the century, the 1900 to 1918 years
of prosperity were followed by the prolonged
farm depression of the 1920s and 1930s. Re-
cently, the prosperous years of the 1970s were
followed by the recessionary years of the early
and middle 1980s. Explanations for farm cy-
cles include the effects of nonagricultural mar-
kets (i.e., primarily interest and exchange
rates), supply and demand forces, and public
food and agricultural policies (Rausser et al.).
The financial accelerator notion indicates
that farm financial markets amplify and prop-
agate farm cycles. Contractionary shocks re-
duce net worth and collateral values, tighten-
ing the availability of credit. As credit
conditions deteriorate, investment spending
contracts, exacerbating and prolonging the
downturn. The opposite is thought to occur in
periods with strong commodity prices and ris-
ing asset values such as the 1970s and the cur-
rent period. This supply-side failure may be
even worse in agricultural credit markets be-
cause of information-intensive localized cus-
tomer borrowing relationships rather than im-
personal debt and equity markets, and
regulatory restrictions on the ability of local
banks to diversify risks (Calorniris, Hubbard,
and Stock). In the recent 1980s downturn,
over 300 agricultural banks failed (Kliesen
and Gilbert).
Investment Model and Procedures
The farm inventory investment model em-
ploys the flexible accelerator principle, but
parameterizes the model with variables that
are relevant to agriculture (see, e.g., Carpenter,
Fazzari, and Petersen; Blinder and Maccini;
Kuznets). The function specification for inven-
tory investment for farm j in period t can be
expressed as:
(1) 1,,– 1,,-1 = 8(1} – Zj,-,) + WE., q, – Yj,)
+ E ~, (wijf+ 1 – P,,,)
-t kCF1, + e],,
where ~t – ~1-~is inventory investment, Z$ is
the end-of-period target stock of inventories
(made at the beginning of the period), Z,,is the
actual end-of-period inventories, E,. 1Yj, is the
forecasted level of production, ~, is the actual
level of production, E,, P,,,+~ is the forecasted
price of commodity i, Pti, is the actual price of
commodity i, and CFj, is cash flow. Coeffi-
cients to be estimated include & (3,Wi, and h.
Since investment can be financed out of inter-
nal funds, h is hypothesized to be positive. A
large k indicates that the farm is relatively
more reliant on cash flow to finance inventory
investment—and thus assumed to be relatively
more credit constrained. The error term, ej,,
may contain fixed farm and time effects, as
well as random errors.
Ignoring the cash flow term, the right-hand
side of equation (1) is composed of what Blind-
er and Maccini refer to as “anticipated” inven-
tory investment (Z$ – J,- J and “unanticipat-
ed” inventory investment [(E,- ~ Y,, – Yj,) and
(Eit ~ut+ i – Put)]. The anticipated inventory in-
vestment term assumes that the operator makes
an inventory investment decision at the begin-
ning of the year based on the gap between the
target end-of-year and the actual beginning-of-
year inventories. The target end-of-year inven-
tory can be thought of as the “desired” end-
of-year inventory level based on expected pric-
es and production levels. The speed of
adjustment is given by the parameter 8.2 The
unanticipated investment terms recognize that
2The speed of adjustment is an indicator of how
fast the operator can adjustinventories such thatactual
inventories are equal to the targetstock of inventories.
A coefficient of one indicates one year, while a coef-
ficient of 0.5 indicates two years.366 Journal of Agricultural and Applied Economics, December 1998
during the course of the year the investment
decision may need to be revised based on the
deviation of anticipated from actual production
and prices. Actual production may deviate from
predicted production due to weather, diseases,
and pests. When “production shocks” are
widespread, prices will be affected.
The model for the target stock of invento-
ries is represented by:
(2) I; = al + alE,-l Yjr + ~ C12E,,-IPY1 + n,rt
where a, is a fixed farm effect (to be estimat-
ed) that captures farm-specific effects on
inventories which are thought to be slow to
change, a, and az are coefficients to be esti-
mated, and rzj~ is a random error term. For pro-
duction agriculture, fixed effects may include
the management skills and risk preferences of
the farm operator, physical endowments of the
operation, and available family labor (for fur-
ther discussion, see Blinder; Carpenter, Faz-
zari, and Petersen). There are two opposing
effects on producers’ inventory decisions due
to changes in prices. Increases in prices may
cause producers to expect higher prices in the
future, which leads them to increase invento-
ries in order to take advantage of higher future
prices. On the other hand, increases in prices
may encourage producers to sell inventories
immediately in order to profit from current
high prices. Similarly, price decreases may in-
duce producers to hold inventories in hopes of
higher future prices or may lead producers to
dispose of inventories because they fear that
future prices will continue to fall.
Expected production and prices are fore-
casted with simple autoregressive models:
(3) E,-,?, = ~, + ~1~,.] + f325t-2 + w,,
and
(4) E,, PU,+, = y,, + y,iPt,l + y2iP,,,_, + q,,
where ~J and y,J are fixed farm effects to be
estimated; (3,, 13z,y,,, and y2, are coefficients
to be estimated; and Wjtand Ztif are error terms.
Substituting equations (2), (3), and (4) into
(1) yields the inventory investment regression
equation:
(5) z,, – z,,., = –8~,-1 – eq,
+ z (0,3’1, – alp,,,
+ fll(thl + e)q.,.l
+ f32(&x, + e) YJ,_2
+ z (5CX2,Y + ~t-y M’,,,-l
•F ~ azt~z,pqr-z f ~CFJI + PI
+ p., + u,,,
where J+ is the linear combination of fixed
farm effects, p,, controls for time shocks, and
Ujlis the linear combination of stochastic error
terms.
Because of the panel nature of the data,
there are most likely problems of heteroske-
dasticity. This is verified with the aid of Gold-
feld-Quandt tests. To reduce heteroskedastici-
ty, all variables are normalized by the
beginning-of-period operating assets.3 Al-
though normalizing significantly reduces het-
eroskedasticity, Goldfeld-Quandt tests indicate
that it still remains a problem. To handle the
remaining heteroskedasticity, the models are
estimated with generalized method of mo-
ments (GMM) (Hansen and Singleton). GMM
is an instrumental variables procedure which
is appropriate when the error variance rela-
tionship is unknown. (See the appendix for a
list of instruments.) The variables are first dif-
ference following Holtz-Eakin, Newey, and
Rosen to account for fixed farm effects, and
annual time dummy variables are added to the
model to account for fixed time effects.4
3Operating assetsinclude owned assetsplus leased
land, In the current Kansas farm data set, the typical
operator leases ss~o of total operating acres.
4Firstdifferencing is used to account for fixed farm
effects ratherthan dummy variables due to a problem
associated with the dummy variable approach. A
straightforward explanation of the problem associated
with dummy variables is given by Chamberlain (p.
1248). The gist of the problem is that in the levels, a
cross-section regression of y on x will give a biased
estimate of ~ if the firm dummy coefficients are cor-
relatedwith x, as would be expected. First-differencing
y and x resolves this problem—as well as sweeping
out the firm effects—if the change in x has sufficient
variation.Bier-lent Ahrendsen, and Dixon: The Farm Inventory-Cash Flow Relationship 367
In equation (5), not only is cash flow en-
dogenous, but there is also an accounting iden-
tity by which cash flow and inventory invest-
ment are related. Cash flow typically is
measured as cash sales less variable costs.
Cash sales is equal to production less the
change in inventories. If the change in inven-
tories is somewhat small relative to production
(as in the above cited studies with large in-
dustrial firms), then the effect on cash flow
caused by a change in inventory is not a con-
cern. However, when the change in inventories
is typically large relative to production (as
would be expected for farms), then cash flow
and inventory investment are likely to be neg-
atively related, contrary to the credit constraint
hypothesis. Since financing for farm produc-
tion typically is arranged in advance of actual
production, it is the cash flow in the prior year
that affects planned inventory fluctuation in
the present year.
As a result of equation (4) being substitut-
ed into equation (1) twice, once current and
once lagged, a moving average component is
added to the error term. This implies gener-
alized least squares would be the efficient es-
timator, although least squares is still consis-
tent. We ignore the problems induced by the
moving average process on the assumption
that heteroskedasticity and the accounting
identity are the more important problems, and
that given the panel nature of the data, and the
other hypothesized sources of random error
(nj, and Wj,), the bias induced by the moving
average component of the z,, is minor and can
be ignored.
Data
The data consist of 417 farms which were con-
tinuously enrolled in the Kansas Farm Man-
agement Association (KFMA) program over
the 1973–92 period (Langemeier). The KFMA
takes the following steps to ensure that the
data are complete and accurate: (a) operators
record events as they occur, and not retrospec-
tively; (b) standardized forms and accounting
procedures are used; and (c) the process is su-
pervised and reviewed by KFMA staff.
Classified according to dominant enter-
prises, the farms are composed of 250 cash
crop, 21 livestock, 22 dairy, 99 mixed crop/
livestock, and 25 general farms (Langemeier).
About 75.3% of farms have both crop and
livestock enterprises, 17.7% have exclusively
crop enterprises, and 7% have exclusively
livestock enterprises. Kansas is the largest
U.S. producer of wheat and a top five beef
cattle producer. Other cash crops grown in
substantial quantities include corn, soybeans,
and sorghum. Because typical KFMA farms
are larger than average Kansas farms, the re-
sults should be considered as representative of
Kansas full-time farm operators or commercial
farms (see I?eatherstone, Griebel, and Lange-
meier for a comparison of KFMA and De-
partment of Commerce census farms).
Farm inventories are composed of end-of-
year inventories of grain, soybeans, hay and
forage, feed, beef feeders, sheep feeders, hog
feeders, poultry, fuel and oil, and livestock-
crop supplies. Production is calculated as the
sum of accrual sales of livestock, grain, soy-
beans, hay and forage; and sales of milk, eggs,
fruit, wool, and hides. All inventories and pro-
duction are valued at fair market price. Cash
flow is the sum of beginning-of-period cash
on hand, sales of machinery and equipment,
government payments, and gross farm income
less cash operating expenses, taxes, and inter-
est payments. (See the appendix for additional
definitions of model variables.)
Due to the high correlation among crop and
livestock prices, and thus the potential for
multicollinearity, only wheat and slaughter
cattle and hog prices are chosen for inclusion
in the model (Kansas Department of Agricul-
ture). The slaughter hog price is included be-
cause hogs are the second most important
feeder livestock industry, and hog inventories
are sensitive to price swings. The wheat price
is the annual per bushel price as reported by
each of nine agricultural statistical districts in
Kansas. The per cwt slaughter cattle and hog
prices are annual state averages. The model
assumes that all farms receive the same prices;
this may not be an unreasonable assumption
given that agricultural commodities are fun-
gible, farms are price takers, and commodity
prices have been shown to be temporally andJournal of Agricultural and Applied Economics, December 1998Bierlen, Ahrendsen, and Dixon: The Farm Inventory-Cash Flow Relationship 369
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spatially linked by the cost of storage and
transportation, respectively.
Unlike large, publicly held firms which are
listed on stock exchanges and have bond rat-
ings, there are no readily available criteria to
place farms into a priori more and less credit-
constrained splits. Here, farms are split ac-
cording to asset size, debt-to-asset ratios, live-
stock-to-total inventory ratios, and operator
age.5 Small farms are thought to have less ac-
cess to debt financing than large farms, pre-
sumably because they lack the necessary col-
lateral to back up their borrowing and lack
sufficient cash flow to service additional debt,
The inventories of farms with relatively high
debt should be more sensitive to cash flow be-
cause external lenders may be more reluctant
to lend to them due to low collateral levels
and higher risk. Similarly, the inventory in-
vestment of livestock farms should be more
sensitive to cash flow because they are more
dependent on short-term borrowing, and dis-
investment in production inputs (feed and
feeder livestock) are more reversible than dis-
investment in crop inputs (primarily land and
machinery). Older operators should be less
credit constrained than younger operators be-
cause they have longer standing relations with
their lenders, greater equity accumulations,
and generally better financial variables.
Two regression models—one representing
the upper one-third of farms and the other rep-
resenting the lower one-third of farms-are
estimated for each of the four credit-constrain-
ing criteria (see the appendix for details). The
middle one-third of the farms are omitted in
an attempt to obtain greater differences among
sample splits. Equal sample sizes are used in
order to avoid any potential test bias associ-
ated with sample size. Splits are based on pre-
sample farm means for 1973 and 1974. The
models then are estimated using 1976–92 data.
Separate models also are estimated for the
1976–80 “boom period,” the 198 1–86 “bust
5The credit scoring literature indicates that farm
size, liquidity, profitability, leverage, and available col-
lateralare factors which affect borrower quality (Turv-
ey; Splett et al.; Miller and LaDue). The asset size,
debt-to-asset ratio, and operator age splits follow
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period, ” and the 1987–92 “recovery period.”
It is expected a priori that inventory invest-
ment will be the least sensitive to fluctuations
in cash flow during the boom period and the
most sensitive during the bust period.
Variable means by sample splits are re-
ported in table 1. The full sample mean farm
had nearly $850,000 in owned assets and over
$1.5 million in operating assets. The mean
farm operated 945 crop acres and 602 pasture
acres. The mean ending inventory was
$151,000, or about 18% of owned assets and
just under 10% of operating assets. Feeder
livestock represented about 37% of total in-
ventories. Mean cash flow was $88,000 and
sales $295,000, representing 10.3% and 34.8%
of owned assets, respectively. The mean op-
erator was 53 years old. The average farm had
a debt-to-asset ratio of 0.296. There are sig-
nificant differences among means by sample
split criteria.
The mean large-asset farm had nearly three
times the owned assets of the mean small-asset
farm, $1.36 million versus $459,000. In op-
erating assets, however, this relation was about
two to one—$2. 19 million versus $1.08 mill-
ion. The mean low-debt and high-debt farms
had similar owned assets, operating assets, and
operating acres. However, mean debt-to-asset
ratios diverged sharply. The mean low-debt
farm had a debt-to-asset ratio of 0.133, while
that of the mean high-debt farm was 0.492.
The mean crop farm held only 13% of its in-
ventories in livestock, compared to 60% for
the mean livestock farm. This is reflected in
their portfolio of operating acres. The mean
crop farm had 1,150 crop and 233 pasture
acres, while the mean livestock farm had 716
crop and 998 pasture acres. The mean young
operator was 45 years of age compared to 60
years of age for the mean old operator. Both
owned and operating assets, and cash flows
were similar between the two age groups.
However, the mean young operator had a sub-
stantially higher debt-to-asset ratio than the
mean old operator, 0.379 versus 0.203.
Regression Results
All model coefficients are reported in table 2
(except the coefficients on the annual dummy372 Journal of Agricultural and Applied Economics, December 1998
variables) for the asset size splits. As expect-
ed, and consistent with other studies, the co-
efficients on lagged inventory investment are
always negative, highly statistically signifi-
cant, and robust across sample splits. The
magnitudes of the coefficients indicate that ad-
justment speeds range from 87% to 108% per
year. Adjustment speeds in excess of 100% in-
dicate overadjustment, which is likely to occur
when economies of scale are present. It is gen-
erally recognized that economies of scale exist
for livestock feeding and for crop production
and storage.G The time t production coeffi-
cients are positive and highly significant for
all models, indicating a strong positive relation
between current production and inventory in-
vestment levels.
The nine price variables are of mixed signs
and generally not statistically significant. This
is not surprising given that the cross-section
component (139 farms) is much larger than the
time-series component (five or six years) for
each split. A positive sign on period t price of
wheat suggests that high prices cause produc-
ers to store more newly harvested wheat,
while a negative sign indicates that high prices
cause”producers to increase harvest-time sales.
Since crops typically are not stored across
marketing years (harvest to harvest), the price
in year t should not affect the beginning-of-
year crop inventory; i.e., we would expect
producers to dispose of their old crops despite
price levels. A positive coefficient for period
t – 1 price of wheat indicates that (a) a high
price in period t – 1 led the producer to cul-
tivate more wheat in period t, and thus in-
crease period t inventories, and/or (b) a high
price in period t – 1 led the producer to in-
crease harvest-time sales in period t – 1,and
thus beginning of period t inventories were
lower than normal. A negative coefficient for
period t – 1 price of wheat indicates that a
high price in period t – 1 led the producer to
increase storage in period t – 1, and thus be-
6Steigum notes thatmany adjustmentcosts (trans-
action, search, and information) are in fact concave.
Interestingly, he argues that previous studies have
found adjustmentcosts to be convex because they fail
to account for the movements in internal funds—the
primary impediment to adjusting inventories.
ginning of period t inventories were higher
than normal. A positive coefficient for period
t– 2 price of wheat could be attributed largely
to a continued “production or supply effect. ”
A negative coefficient on the period t – 2
price is more difficult to explain. It may mere-
ly be an indication of a complex lag structure,
Except that cattle feeding inventories can be
held for multiple years before sale, a similar
interpretation can be placed on the signs of the
slaughter cattle and hog price coefficients.
In this study, the main focus of interest is
the cash flow coefficients. With the exception
of boom period large-asset farms, all cash flow
coefficients in table 2 are positive and statis-
tically significant-indicating that inventory
investment generally responds to movements
in cash flow regardless of farm size or general
farm conditions. As expected, the small-asset
cash flow coefficient is consistently larger than
the large-asset coefficient. Similarly, the mag-
nitudes of the coefficients indicate that inven-
tory investment is most sensitive to fluctua-
tions in cash flow in the bust period, followed
by the recovery and boom periods.7 That the
recovery cash flow coefficients are similar in
magnitude to the bust coefficients is not sur-
prising. The farm crisis period ushered in a
more conservative management and lending
regime which extended into the 1990s. Many
farms also reacted slowly to the farm crisis
due to false hopes for a quick recovery—post-
poning the decision to sell assets, reduce debt,
and lower risk. This aggravated the situation
and delayed recovery. (For further discussion,
7A potential explanation of the asset size resultsis
that small farms earn relatively more off-farm income
and thus have less need for borrowing, This explarsa-
tion does not appear valid here for several reasons,
First, both the small and large farms are clearly of
commercial size, and off-farm income is relatively un-
importantfor both. Over the studyperiod, mean annual
off-farm income (including wages, rent and royalties,
and dividend and interestincome) in 1992 dollars was
$10,O28 and $15,225 for small and large farms, re-
spectively. Second, small farms had higher debt-to-as-
set ratios than large farms. Small farms had a mean
debt-to-asset ratio of 0.348 and an equity stakein their
total operating assets of only 34.4%. Large farms had
a mean debt-to-asset ratio of 0.272 and an equity stake
in their total operating assets of 50.39io,Bierlen, Ahrendsen, and Dixon: The Farm Inventory-Cash Flow Relationship 373
Table 3. Asymptotic t-Values and p-Values for Tests of Differences Between Cash Flow Co-
efficients by Sample Splits
Farm Characteristics
Assets Debt FarmTypes Operators







Boom vs. Bust 0.976 0,922
(0.329) (0.357)
Boom vs. Recovery 0.710 0.576
(0,478) (0.565)






































Notes: Numbersin parenthesesarep-values. Using assetsize as an example,thehypothesestestedare boom small vs.
boom large, bust small vs. bust large, recovery small vs. recovery large, boom small vs. bust small, boom large vs.
bust large, boom small vs. recovery small, boom large vs. recovery large, bust small vs. recovery small, and bust large
vs. recovery large. (Refer to the appendix for sample split criteria.)
“ The asymptotic t-values are obtained by differencing the two estimated coefficients of interest and dividing by the
square root of the sum of the two variances less twice the covariance [see Gujarati (p. 227) for details]. Because the
farms can be thought of as i.i.d. samples from a larger population of farms, we expect the error terms to be uncorrelated
across the equations, implying a zero covariance.
see Peoples et al.; Bultena, Lasley, and Geller;
U.S. Department of Agriculture.)
Tests for statistical differences among the
cash flow variables (table 3), however, fail to
support the idea that large farms are less de-
pendent on internal funds as a source of in-
ventory investment funds than small farms, or
that inventory investment becomes more sen-
sitive to internal funds during periods of farm
business downturns than upturns. This result
may be an indication that (a) asset size is not
a factor in determining credit constraints, (b)
the difference in asset size between the two
splits is not sufficient enough to indicate a dif-
ference, and/or (c) the investment behavior of
farms with “average” financial variables, re-
gardless of size, is not significantly affected
by boom-bust cycles.
Excluding the boom period high-debt
farms, all cash flow coefficients for the debt-
to-asset ratio splits are positive and statistical-
ly significant (table 4). The nonsignificance of
the boom high-debt coefficient is likely indic-
ative of the high investment level (fueled by
borrowing) of this group during the period.
That the low-debt coefficients are statistically
significant is not surprising since these farms
tend to have a more conservative, “pay-as-
you-go” managerial style. The high-debt co-
efficients are statistically larger than the low-
debt coefficients in the bust and recovery pe-
riods at the 0.06 level. Although the low-debt
coefficients increase in magnitude throughout
the three periods, there is no statistical differ-
ence among them—indicating that farm busi-
ness cycles do not affect farms with strong
financial positions. The bust and recovery
high-debt coefficients are statistically larger
than the boom high-debt coefficient, but there
is no statistical difference between the bust
and recovery high-debt coefficients. These re-
sults are consistent with the notion that high-
debt farms are especially vulnerable to credit
constraints during periods of downturns. How-
ever, during periods with a strong farm econ-374 Journal of Agricultural and Applied Economics, December 1998
Table 4. GMM Estimates of Cash Flow Coefficients by Sample Splits and Farm Cycles
Farm Cycle Period
Farm Characteristics 1976–80 (Boom) 198 1–86 (Bust) 1987–92 (Recovery)
Low Debt 0.06158 0.08020 0,09083
(2.06) (3.31) (3.33)
High Debt –0.07078 0.24760 0.18413
(1.26) (2.85) (4.35)
Crop Farms 0.04145 0.00135 0.04538
(1.40) (0.04) (1.67)
Livestock Farms 0.01501 0.21309 0.16362
(0.25) (3.56) (3.71)
Young Operators 0.11984 0.01599 0.05362
(2.38) (0.43) (2.02)
Old Operators 0.05861 0.10639 0.05362
(1.38) (2.80) (2.02)
Notes: Numbers in parentheses are absolute values of wymptotic t-values The dependent variable is inventory in-
vestment. All equations are estimated by GMM. All variables are normahzed by beginning-period operating assets and
first difference. Non-cash flow coefficient estimates are not reported, (See table 2 for a complete list of model variables;
see the appendix for sample split criteria and a list of instrumental variables, )
omy, high debt-to-asset ratio farms are not
credit constrained.
As shown in table 4, results indicate that
farm type is an important factor in explaining
the sensitivity of inventory investment to
movements in cash flow. Among the crop
farm coefficients, only the recovery cash flow
coefficient is positive and statistically signifi-
cant (although weakly so). The livestock cash
flow coefficient is positive and statistically
significant during the bust and recovery peri-
ods. While there is no statistical difference be-
tween the two boom period cash flow coeffi-
cients, the livestock farm coefficients are
significantly larger than their crop farm coun-
terparts during the bust and recovery periods.
The bust and recovery livestock coefficients
are significantly larger than the boom coeffi-
cient, but there is no statistical difference be-
tween the bust and recovery livestock coeffi-
cients. There is no statistical difference among
the three crop farm coefficients. These find-
ings support the notion that the inventories of
farms with enterprises in which fixed assets
are important are less sensitive to movements
in internal funds than the inventory investment
of farms with the opposite characteristics.
However, during boom periods, the investment
of neither crop nor livestock farms appeared
to be sensitive to movements in cash flow.
There is no consistent relationship between
the old and young operator cash flow coeffi-
cients. There is no statistical difference be-
tween the two coefficients during the boom
period, and the old operator coefficient is sta-
tistically larger than the young operator coef-
ficient in the bust period, while the opposite
result occurs in the recovery period. Not un-
expectedly, there is no statistical difference
among the three old operator coefficients. Sur-
prisingly, both the boom and recovery young
operator coefficients are statistically larger
than the bust coefficient, but there is no sta-
tistical difference between them. Based on
these results, it is difficult to draw conclusions
about the inventory investment-cash flow re-
lation based on operator age.
The operator age results may be due to the
distribution of the farm operator population in
the data set and intergenerational farms. The
age of operators tends to be skewed to age 35
and older. Here, to be included in the young
operator split, farmers had to be less than 40.5
years old based on the 1973–74 mean. In re-
ality, the young farmers were older than this
during the sample period and not well distrib-Bierlen, Ahrendsen, and Dixon: The Farm Inventoq-Cash Flow Relationship 375
uted—being skewed to the right. In addition,
farms tend to be intergenerational. It is likely
that young farmers worked with their parents
(and even grandparents) before becoming the
principal operator, and parents (and even
grandparents) may continue to actively partic-
ipate in the business even after the child (or
even grandchild) becomes the principal oper-
ator. Consequently, it is likely that much of the
reputation enjoyed by the child (or grandchild)
may be based on the reputation of the parents
(and even grandparents) and that of the farm
as an ongoing concern.
Summary and Conclusions
Study results show that: (a) farms absorb
shocks to internal finance by adjusting inven-
tories, (b) the inventory investment of high-
debt farms and livestock farms is more sen-
sitive to fluctuations in cash flow than the in-
ventory investment of low-debt farms and
crop farms, and (c) inventory investment was
more sensitive to cash flow during the 198 l–
86 bust and the 1987–92 recovery periods
than during the 1976–80 boom period. There
is weak support that farm size and the age of
the principal operator play a role in the deter-
mination of credit constraints.
The finding that the inventory investment
of livestock farms is more sensitive to cash
flow (an indicator of credit constraints) than
the inventory investment of crop farms is con-
sistent with the trend toward larger externally
funded feeder livestock operations. While crop
farms have lower feeder livestock inventories
than livestock farms, they are in a better po-
sition to provide self-produced feed and forage
and to finance their feeder livestock enter-
prises with cash flow generated from crop en-
terprises. This suggests that while there are fi-
nancial incentives for large, externally funded
feeder livestock operations, smaller feeder cat-
tle (especially) and hog production enterprises
likely will persist on crop farms.
The results by farm business periods are
consistent with the financial accelerator con-
cept. However, because the current study uses
farm-level data from only one state, we are
unable to comment on the effects of the finan-
cial accelerator on aggregate U.S. farm inven-
tories, A direction for future study is to use
U.S. aggregate or a panel of state aggregate
data with a longer time series in an effort to
quantify the effect of the financial accelerator
on U.S. farm inventories. This approach also
could be used to explore the importance of the
financial accelerator—if any—on cattle and
hog cycles.
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Appendix: Variable Definitions, GMM
Instruments, and Sample Splits
Value of Land. Each farm reports the number of
operating acres of irrigated cropland, nonirrigated
cropland, and pasture. The Kansas Board of Agri-
culture reports annual per acre land values for ir-
rigated cropland, nonirrigated cropland, and pasture
land for nine statistical districts (Schlender). Land
values are estimated by multiplying reported acre-
age by the district price and summing across land
types.
Owned Assets. The sum of end-of-year invento-
ries, owned land, stock of motor vehicles and ma-
chinery, breeding livestock, nonresidential build-
ings, and cash on hand. The depreciable capital
stock is built up using the perpetual inventory
method (see Bierlen and Featherstone).
Operating Assets. The sum of owned assets and
leased land. The farm data set reports owned acres,
leased acres, and total operating acres by land type.
This enables the value of owned and leased land to
be estimated. Each land type, regardless of own-
ership, is given the same per acre valuation within
a statistical reporting district.
GMM Instruments. These include all explanatory
variables; once and twice lagged values of land and
cash sales; and current, once lagged, and twiceBierlen, Ahrendsen, and Dixon: The Farm Inventory-Cash Flow Relationship 377
lagged prices of soybeans and sorghum. All instru-
ments are normalized by the beginning-of-period
operating assets.
Sample Splits. Small-asset farms comprise the
lower one-third of 417 Kansas farms in which mean
1973-74 owned assets are <$480,480 (1992 dol-
lars). Large-asset farms are the upper one-third of
417 Kansas farms in which mean 1973–74 owned
assets are >$748,072. Low-debt farms are the low-
er one-third of 417 Kansas farms in which mean
1973–74 debt-to-asset ratios are < 0.177. High-
debt farms are the upper one-third of 417 Kansas
farms in which mean 1973–74 debt-to-asset ratios
are >0.377. Crop farms are the lower one-third of
417 Kansas farms in which mean 1973–74 feeder
livestock-to-total inventory ratios are < 0.147.
Livestock farms are the upper one-third of 417
Kansas farms in which mean 1973–74 feeder live-
stock-to-total inventor y ratios are > 0.410. Young
operator farms are the lower one-third of 417 Kan-
sas farms in which the mean 1973–74 operator age
is < 40.5. Old operator farms are the upper one-
third of417 Kansas farms in which the mean 1973–
74 operator age is >48.